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HALACHIC AND HASHKAFIC ISSUES IN

CONTEMPORARY SOCIETY
SERIES 2: 24 - JUDAISM AND THE UNBORN CHILD - ABORTION: PART 2
OU ISRAEL CENTER - SPRING 2022

• In Part 1 we began to analyze the halachic and hashkafic factors involved in the question of abortion.
• To summarize the position so far:- All poskim agree that abortion is murder for a non-Jew.1
- Some poskim rule that it also murder for a Jew, just not subject to capital punishment for technical reasons.
• We will proceed in this shiur to look at a number of other halachic approaches to abortion, including:
- Poskim who rule that it not murder, but rather the (Torah) prohibition of destroying seed/potential life. According to some
views, women may not be included in this prohibition.
- The Rabbinic mitzvah to populate the world, in which women are included (according to some views).
- Other poskim rule that abortion is the Torah prohibition of unlawful wounding.
- Alternatively, abortion may be a rabbinic prohibition as it resembles murder.
• We will also examine the complex halachic issue of ‘rodef’ and other specific cases of abortion.
NOTE: Nothing in this shiur (or in this series on the unborn child) should be taken as an indication of halachic psak in any given
circumstance. A competent halachic authority must be consulted on all relevant matters.

A] OTHER HALACHIC APPROACHES TO ABORTION
• We saw in Part 1 that R. Moshe Feinstein, and other poskim, take the position that abortion is murder. However, we also saw
approach of R. Shaul Yisraeli, who rules that abortion is NOT murder, but falls under other halachic categories 2.

A1] ABORTION AS THE DESTRUCTION OF ‘POTENTIAL LIFE’
rxf dtih lkn xvep zeidl ie`xy meyn mrhde dlhal f"y z`ved xeqi`a ... dligzkl xeq` i`cec ezzin mexbp `ly
.ycew

1.

`l oniq xi`i zeeg z"ey

R’ Yair Bachrach (France, late 17C) claims that issue is derived from the prohibition of destroying male seed. A fetus,
even if not halachically ‘alive’, is still a potential life - certainly no less than a sperm!

.ytpd bxd eli`ke .... `ed lecb xeqi`y .... dlhal rxf zaky `ivedl xeq`

2.

gi dkld `k wxt d`ia ixeqi` zekld m"anx

Wasting seed is a very serious prohibition and, according to many authorities, is a Torah prohibition. Rambam describes
it as tantamount to murder. But are women included in the prohibition of destroying seed?

.dwipne ,zxaern ,dphw :jena zeynyn miyp yly

3.
:ai zenai

The Gemara states that three groups of women are allowed to use a ‘moch’ - a contraceptive cloth or sponge - during
marital relations to prevent pregnancy which may be medically dangerous for her or her existing baby. These are (i) a
young girl; (ii) a pregnant woman and (iii) a nursing mother.

1. See below for discussion of the age of the fetus and whether the non-Jew would be allowed to abort a fetus to save the life of the mother.
2. One technical argument which challenges the view that abortion is murder is based on the principle of dipin daxca dil mw. This states that where a transgression simultaneously
mandates two punishments, only the greater of the two is applied. As such, if abortion is also murder, how can the Torah (Shemot 21:22-23) require monetary payment? One
answer could be that the verse actually strengthens the case for classifying abortion as murder since it has to specify a payment in a situation that normally would not require one.
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dixt` dcwtin `lc b"r` rxf zzgyd meyn xeq` miyp x`y la` jena ynyl xzen qxhpewd 'it - jena zeynyn miyp yly
oeik rxf zzgyd` dxdfed `l jen k"g` zpzepy dy`de ... xeq`l d`xp oi` yinyz xg` jen zpzep m` .... xne` z"xe ... diaxe
.diaxe dixt` dcwtin `lc

4.

my zetqez

As to whether other women are generally allowed to use contraception, there is a difference of opinion. Rashi’s view is
that they are included in the prohibition of destroying seed and may not use a moch even after relations to avoid
pregnancy. However, Rabbeinu Tam rules that women are not included in the prohibition of destroying seed and may
use a moch after relations, but not before, as this changes the nature of the sexual relations and could involve the
husband in the prohibition of wasting seed.

.cFr oi ¥̀ e§ ‡d i¦p £̀ Dxv̈§
¨ i z¤aW¨
¤ l D`¨ x¨a§ EdŸz `Ÿl Dp̈§pFk `Ed DÜŸre§ ux¤`¨ d̈ x¥vŸi miwŸl`
¡ d̈ `Ed m¦in© Ẍd© `xFA
¥ ‡d xn© `¨ dŸk iM¦

5.

gi:dn ediryi

In addition to the Torah mitzvah of pru u’revu (to have children) Chazal identified a Rabbinic mitzvah of ‘lashevet’ - that
the world was created to be inhabited by people and to ensure that this goal is promoted wherever possible. According
to many poskim, women are included in this obligation.

.Dx¨v̈i§ za¤ Wl̈
¤ devn zvw da jiiy n"n diaxe dixt` `cwtn `lc idp inp dy`c l"i ik s`

6.

`l oniq xi`i zeeg z"ey

The Chavot Yair considered that women are included somewhat in this obligation, which would be result in a (weaker)
prohibition on a woman performing an abortion. Other poskim disagree with this. On the basis of the above analysis, the
Tzitz Eliezer says that in circumstances where an abortion may be carried out, it should wherever possible be carried out
by a Jewish and female doctor.
• The question of Bal Tashchit will also be balanced by utilitarian counter-pressure in a way that murder is not! What is considered
‘unjustified’ waste, or waste ‘for no legitimate reason’? Where there is a strong justification for the ‘waste’, it may not be prohibited.

A2] ABORTION AS UNLAWFUL WOUNDING?
.Li¤pi¥rl§ Lig¦ `¨ d¨lw¦
§ pe§ dÄx© dM̈n© d¤N ¥̀ lr© FzŸMd§
© l siqŸ¦ i oR¤ siqŸ¦ i `Ÿl EPM¤ i© mirÄ
¦ x§`©

7.

b:dk mixac

yi` oia lecb oia ohw oia l`xyin xyk mc` dknd lk `l` cala laegd `le ,exiaga oia envra oia leagl mc`l xeq`
z`kda siqedl `ly dxez dxidfd m` ,ezekdl siqei `l ('b d"k mixac) 'py ,dyrz `la xaer df ixd oeivp jxc dy` oia
wicvd z` dknl xnege lw `hegd

8.

` dkld d wxt wifne laeg zekld m"anx

The Torah prohibits wounding another person or oneself. Some authorities3 prohibit abortion on the grounds that it
constitutes an unlawful assault, either on the fetus or on the mother.

A3] IS A FETUS ‘PART OF THE MOTHER’ - RABBINIC PROHIBITIONS?
!`hiyt .'nb .clzy cr dl oipiznn - xaynd lr dayiy dy`d .clzy cr dl oipiznn oi` - bxdil d`viy dy`d .'ipzn
dicqtil `le `ed lrac `penn .dẌ½ `«
¦ d̈ l©r´©A Æeil̈r̈ zi³¦W¨i x¸¤
W£̀«©M (`k zeny) aizke li`ed `pin` c"q - jixhvi` !`id dteb
.`ed `pixg` `teb ,xwrc oeik ?h"n .'eke xaynd lr dayi ... .l"nw ,dipin

9.

.f oikxr

If a woman who has been sentenced to death is then found to be pregnant, we do not delay the execution until the child
has been born. This is in order not to cause further anguish to the condemned woman by making her wait for execution.
If however she is already ‘sitting on the birthing stool’ i.e. has started the birth process, we are not allowed to harm the
child. The Gemara explains that the baby in utero is defined as part of the woman’s body and not a separate entity.
However, once the baby moves to begin birthing process, it ‘detaches’ itself from the mother and now becomes a
separate entity. What is the relevance of classifying the fetus as simply a part of the mother’s body?

3. Such as the Maharit.
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10.

.hi oileg zkqn s"ixd lr o"xd

In case of the death penalty for the mother, the Ran explains that, since the fetus has not emerged, we do not take it into
account at all. Some authorities4 understand that the Ran considers abortion to be rabbinic prohibition. Others5
understand that the Ran may consider it a Torah prohibition.

dfa yi m` ezzin z` axwl zcakna dpha lr zekn miypde dphaa xtxtn clede dcil zngn zezny miypa ... zl`y
. ... dnyp zlihp meyn
dgivx oiprl ... dgivx meyn `l xaca oi` la` .... dgivx oirk ifgnc meyn dkk zeyerd miypa xerbl ie`x i`ce daeyz
zeytpc `wtqne `ed wtqc meyn zayd z` eilr oillgnc `de .mlerd xie`l `vi `ly oeik eilr bxdp oi`c `hiyt
`l ebxedd zeig zwfg el did `le mlerd xie`l `vi `l oiicry oeik ...opilhw `l `witqn la` zayd z` eilr oillgn
ezzin z` eaxwi `ly eze` oirpen n"ne ... d`hld apf` dedc icin `ed zeig e`l rrepzn `edy b"r`e .zeytp wtqa rbt
.micia

11.

dvxz oniq a wlg f"acx z"ey

The Radvaz (16C) is quite clear that abortion, whilst clearly prohibited, is certainly NOT murder6.
• In Part 1 we saw the halachic principle of ‘leica midi’ - that anything prohibited to a non-Jew MUST be prohibited to a Jew too? In
fact this is not so straightforwards and it may be that the majority view in the Gemara does not actually accept this.7 In fact many
Acharonim understand that the Rambam does not accept the principle. He rules that an animal which has been properly slaughtered
but is still twitching is NOT kosher for a non-Jew (as Ever Min Hachai) but IS kosher for a Jew since it has been shechted8.
• The question of whether abortion is murder or a lesser prohibition is extremely important when deciding what level of extenuating
circumstance will permit an abortion e.g. danger to life; illness; rape; psychological damage; social pressures; financial constraints
etc.
• For example, in WWI, a halachic question was brought in the case of a German officer who raped a Jewish girl, who became
pregnant. He took her to a doctor and demanded that the doctor abort the baby. When the doctor refused, he took out a gun and
threatened to kill the doctor if he did not proceed with the abortion. Does the doctor have to give up his life rather than perform the
abortion?
• Clearly, for those poskim who rule that abortion is murder, there will be almost no circumstances that permit it, other than danger to
the life of the mother. For those poskim who rule that the prohibition is lesser, more extenuating circumstances will permit abortion.

B] ABORTION IN THE FIRST 40 DAYS
.dcple dawple xkfl ayz - `"n meil ,clel zyyeg dpi` - 'n meil zltnd .'ipzn

12.
.l dcp

The Mishna rules that a miscarriage before day 40 from conception does not cause tumat yoledet, which would normally
apply to a mother on the birth (or later miscarriage) of a child.

`id `nlra `in mirax` cr ... :`cqg ax xn`

13.

:hq zenai

Chazal explain9 that, until 40 days gestation, the embryo is considered halachically as mere ‘bodily fluids’ of the mother.
This is ruled in halacha10.
• Does this distinction impact on the prohibition of abortion? The answer will depend on the reasons given above. If abortion is
murder, there is no concept of ‘murdering’ bodily fluid. However, if the prohibition is destroying potential life, there should be no
distinction. If the prohibition is wounding, again, there is no concept of wounding fluid, but there may be an prohibition to wound the
mother.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

R. Chaim Ozer Grodzinsky (Achiezer 3:65) and R’ Benzion Uziel (Mishpetei Uziel 3:46).
R. Moshe Feinstein (Igrot Moshe CM 2:69).
It sounds from the wording dgivx oirk ifgnc meyn that it may be a rabbinic prohibition since it appears like murder.
See Sanhedrin 59a. The Noda BeYehuda also questions the application of this principle here, since the Jew IS obligated, just to a different degree.
Note that some authorities also question whether eggs are permitted for non-Jews since they may be ever min hachai!
The context of this discussion is a bat Cohen who has become pregnant (through rape or seduction) from a non-Cohen. She is not allowed to eat teruma once it is established that
she is pregnant with a non-Cohen fetus. This does NOT however apply until 40 days gestation.
10. Shach Choshen Mishpat 210:2. A pregnancy which ends before 40 days gestation does not cause tumat yoledet or tumat met and will not constitute a ‘birth’ for Pidyon Haben.
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xyt` l`xyia mbe df lr bxdp epi` p"ac d`xpe .... ytp ixwi` `l `nlra `ink iedc ezhilwl mei 'n iptlc x"zk k"yne
.dxezd on xeqi` oi`c

14.

dq oniq b wlg xfrig` z"ey

R. Chaim Ozer Grodzinski rules that a non-Jew is not liable to capital punishment for terminating a pre-40 day embryo.
For a Jew, it would not be a Torah prohibition. This clearly implies that it WOULD be a Rabbinic prohibition.

C] ABORTION IN THE FIRST FEW DAYS AND THE ‘MORNING AFTER’ PILL
• Is there an argument that before implantation the status of the embryo is even lower?
• A pre-implantation embryo will certainly be treated no more strictly than any other pre-40 day fetus, for which termination would be a
rabbinic prohibition according to most poskim.
• Additionally, the morning-after pill is generally taken where pregnancy is uncertain. As such, there may be other grounds for leniency
in situations of need.11
• R. Shlomo Zalman Auerbach permitted the morning-after pill (or emergency IUD) in the event of rape.12
• Iy’H we will address in coming shiurim the status of unimplanted embryos which have been genetically tested and found to have
abnormalities.

D] BREAKING SHABBAT TO SAVE A FETUS
.cleed z` oi`ivene dqixk z` mirxwne oikq oi`ian ,zaya dzne xaynd lr dayiy dy`d

15.
.f oikxr

If a woman dies in childbirth on Shabbat, we must break Shabbat to try and save the fetus.

.(my o"anxd) zekld lra zrcl oillgn llk zeig ea oi`y mei mirax` oan zegt xaer zlvda elit`e ....

16.

i:g wxt `nei l`pzp oaxw

The position of the Behag and the Ramban is that this applies EVEN to a pre-40 day fetus
As such, we see that it is permitted to break Shabbat to preserve the life of a fetus, according to some authorities even for a fetus within
40 days of gestation. R. Moshe Feinstein argues that if Shabbat may be broken to save a pre-40 day fetus on the basis of its future life,
is it illogical to suggest that it may be terminated at will? R. Waldenberg argues that it seems clear from the Behag that the halachic
status of the fetus is an entirely separate issue from whether Shabbat can be violated to save it.
If the fetus is indeed not yet considered ‘alive’, what is the justification for breaking Shabbat to save it? Although it cannot fall into the
category of ‘v’chai bahem’ which allows life to override most mitzvot, the permission to break Shabbat can still be based on the status
of a fetus as a ‘life in potential’ and, as Chazal say (Shabbat 151b) ‘better to break one Shabbat in order to keep many Shabbatot’.13
On that basis, the distinction between pre- and post 40 days becomes less clear.
Most poskim rule that abortion before 40 days is a Rabbinic prohibition, although do not permit it without some good reason.
However, the magnitude of reason to permit a termination before 40 days will be lower than that required to abort a fetus after 40 days.

E] ABORTION TO SAVE THE MOTHER’S LIFE
oi` - eaex `vi .eiigl oincew diigy iptn mixa` mixa` eze` oi`ivene dirna cled z` oikzgn clil dywn `idy dy`d
.ytp iptn ytp oigec oi`y ea oirbep

17.

e dpyn f wxt zeld` zkqn dpyn

The principal source dealing with abortion for medical reasons is a Mishna in Ohalot. This states that a fetus must be
killed in order to save the life of the mother. However, once the majority of the new-born has emerged from the mother
at birth, it may no longer be killed to save the mother since ‘one life cannot be taken to save another’. This deals with a
breach birth. In a normal delivery, once the majority of the head has emerged, the baby may not be harmed.
11. See also https://www.yoatzot.org/family-planning/579/
12. See Nishmat Avraham, Choshen Mishpat 425:1:20.
13. See Ramban Nidda 54b.
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dil dedc ,ebxedl ea mirbep oi` - ey`x `vi la` ,en` z` livdle ebxedl ozipe `ed ytp e`l mlerd xie`l `vi `ly onf lkc ...
ytp iptn ytp oigec oi`e celik

18.

`vi d‡c :ar oixcdpq i"yx

As we saw in Part 1, Rashi understands that the permission to kill a fetus in these circumstances, where the life of the
mother is threatened, is based on the fact that, before birth, the fetus is not defined as a ‘nefesh’ - a living being - and so
can be killed to save a living person. Once the baby has emerged, however, it IS considered to be a living being and thus
cannot be killed to save another person.

dl itcx `w `inync ,mzd ip`y - !`ed scex ?i`n`e .ytp iptn ytp oigec oi`y itl ,ea oirbep oi` ey`x `vi

19.

:ar oixcdpq

The Gemara asks why one is not allowed to kill a child even AFTER it has emerged, since the child threatens the life of
the mother. This permission would be on the basis of the halachic principle of ‘rodef’ - a pursuer - since one is obligated
to kill a pursuer who is threatening the life of another person. Why not then kill the partially-born baby? The Gemara
answers that this is not a true case of rodef. Since the baby presents a natural cause of danger, it is as if the mother were
being pursued ‘by heaven’ and we may not intervene by killing the baby.
• Note that the ‘lower-grade’ status of rodef is not because the fetus is innocent (as is argued by Catholicism) but because it is natural.
An innocent rodef could still be a rodef - eg if A is about to shoot B, mistakenly thinking he is an animal, one is justified in killing A if
there is no other way to stop him.

xaerd jezgl xzen clil dywn `idy dxaerdy minkg exed jkitl .scexd ytp lr qegl `ly dyrz `l zevn ef ixd
ytp iptn ytp oigec oi`y ea oirbep oi` ey`x `ivedyn m`e .dbxedl dixg` scexk `edy iptn cia oia mqa oia dirina
.mler ly erah edfe

20.

h dkld ` wxt ytpd zxinye gvex zekld m"anx

Although Rashi explains that the justification for aborting a fetus to save the mother is because the fetus is not a ‘nefesh’,
the Rambam does not appear to take this position. Rather, he explains that the fetus is ‘like a pursuer’ and we may kill it
until it emerges from the womb. The problem is that this line of argument was rejected by the Gemara, so how can the
Rambam use it in his halachic ruling!?14 Is the permission to kill a fetus based on the fetus not being ‘alive’ or it being a
‘pursuer’ (which implies that the fetus IS alive/a ‘person’)?
• One resolution is that the Rambam effectively needs both criteria to be satisfied before the fetus may be killed:- (i) the fetus must be
pre-‘nefesh’; and (ii) must also be a pursuer (or at least a quasi-pursuer). Based on this understanding, some poskim distinguish
between a pregnancy which directly threatens the mother’s life, where abortion would be permitted, and a situation where the
pregnancy exacerbates an existing condition of the mother (e.g. organ failure), where it is more difficult to permit the abortion. We do
not invoke the heter of ‘rodef’ where the risk is indirect. For example, if A is in line to take the last dose of life-saving medication and B,
who is standing behind him, will therefore die, A is not considered a rodef who can be killed to save the life of B!
• Another resolution could be that the Rambam understands that there are three stages of fetal development:
(i) Before fetal engagement (where the widest part of the baby’s presenting part (usually the head) enters the pelvic brim), the fetus is
simply ‘part of the mother’ and abortion would be permitted to save the mother on the grounds that the fetus is not ‘alive’;
(ii) After fetal engagement, but before birth, the fetus has ceased to be a ‘part’ of the mother and killing it to save the mother would be
permitted on the joint grounds that the fetus is not yet alive and is also a quasi-pursuer.
(iii) After the fetus has (majority) emerged, it IS considered alive and the weaker ground of quasi-pursuer is not sufficient alone to
permit killing the fetus, even to save the mother.
• Another possible implication of the ‘rodef’ analysis is a situation where the baby may possibly constitute a threat to the life of the
mother, but may not. A rodef may be killed preemptively only if there is a clear and present danger. As such, if the baby may or may not
threaten the life of the mother (one would have to halachically determine the relevant statistical cut off and medically determine the
risks) the rodef rule will not apply to the fetus. On the other hand, if the principal operative factor is that the fetus is not ‘alive’, and
terminating the fetus is not murder, just as we mandate breaking almost every Torah prohibition even if there is a small likelihood of
danger to life, so too we would permit termination of the fetus in such a case.

14. Assuming that he does! In fact the Rambam NEVER said that a baby was actually a rodef. He said - scexk - like a Rodef ie a quasi-Rodef, which fits well with the Gemara.
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• Note: as we saw in Part 1, all authorities agree that, in the case of a non-Jew, abortion is a capital crime. Is this a product of the
status of the person carrying out the abortion, or does it reflect the status of the child? Is the non-Jewish fetus a fully fledged human
being which cannot be killed, even to save the mother? Or, on the other hand, perhaps the status of every fetus (Jewish or not) is still
‘pre-nefesh’, in which case it may be also permitted for a Jewish doctor to terminate the fetus to save a mother on the basis of the
above analysis. It is therefore questionable whether a non-Jewish fetus may be aborted to save the life of the mother.
CONCLUSIONS15
• Where the fetus itself is causing a definite danger to the mother’s life all authorities allow a Jewish doctor to abort a Jewish fetus at
any stage up to birth.
• Where the fetus is causing a possible danger to the mother’s life, many authorities will not allow a late-stage abortion. However, an
abortion before 40 days in these circumstance will be allowed. Some authorities would allow abortions in this category up to 3
months.
• Where the fetus is aggravating a secondary threat to the mother’s life, many authorities will allow the fetus to be aborted but some
will not, even to save the life of the mother.

F] WHERE THE FETUS HAS EMERGED BUT WILL DIE IN ANY EVENT
zindl xzeny xyt` onvrn mdipy ezeni ezinp `lyk m` la` .elevpi mdipyy e` cled lvpi m`d zenzyk xyt`ya l‡p edin ...
... ixka oa rayc dyrnke en` t‡kr livdl ick cled

21.

e:f zeld` l`xyi z`xtz

If we are presented with choice of the life of the mother or that of the baby, the halachot discussed above assumed that we
will at least be able to save the baby, even if the mother may die. Where, however, the baby will die in any event, the
Tiferet Yisrael compares the case to the account of Sheva ben Bichri16.

.'mklek z` oibxed ep` ixd e`l m`e eze` bexdpe mkn cg` epl epz' exn`e mieb odl erbte jxca oikldn eidy mc` ipa
iax xn` .ebxdii `le eze` exqni ,ixka oa ray oebk ,cg` odl ecgii .l`xyin zg` ytp exqni `l oibxdp olek elit`
.ixka oa rayk dzin aiig epi`y it lr s` xn` opgei iaxe .ixka oa rayk dzin aiig `diy `ede yiwl oa oerny

22.

c"d g wxt zenexz zkqn inlyexi cenlz

One may not hand over another person to be killed, even in order to save multiple lives, and even where that person will
also die! However, if the murderer specifies an individual to be handed over, it is permitted to hand them over to save
other lives. Chazal differ as to whether the person handed over to be killed must be guilty or not. Reish Lakish insists
that he must also be guilty. R. Yochanan rules that, provided the individual is ‘specified’, he may be handed over for
death, even if innocent. The Rishonim are divided as to whether the halacha follows R. Yochanan or Reish Lakish.
• In the medical context, if we follow R. Yochanan and assess that the fetus is threatening both its own life and that of the mother, the
fetus may be ‘handed over’ for death to save the mother.
• However, many poskim object to this comparison on a number of grounds including: (i) the fetus is not a real ‘pursuer’ as pointed out
above -the ‘pursuit’ is a natural birth process; (ii) the case of Sheva ben Bichri applies where there will inevitably be an active killing
(perhaps constituting murder). The abortion scenario does not inevitably involve a murder, so why should we not say: ‘better two deaths
than one murder?’
CONCLUSIONS
• Where the fetus is endangering the mother’s life and, in the event of the mother’s death, both mother and fetus will die, some
authorities will allow an abortion even if the baby has partially emerged.

15. As noted above, nothing in these shiurim should be considered a halachic psak. A competent halachic authority must be consulted on all practical issues.
16. Shmuel 2 Chapter 20. Sheva ben Bichri was a rebel against David Hamelech who was guilty of a capital crime. He escaped to a town where he claimed sanctuary. Yoav, commander
in chief of the army, besieged the town and demanded that they hand over Sheva ben Bichri, or he would destroy the town and kill its inhabitants. The people of the town killed the
rebel and through his head to Yoav.
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G] ABORTION OF A DEFORMED FETUS
• As we saw in Part 1, Rav Moshe Feinstein ruled that abortion is murder17 and was unwilling to consider abortion, even of a severely
deformed fetus, unless there was also danger to the life of the mother. As such, a deformed or disabled fetus would be treated no
differently to any other fetus.
• R. Eliezer Waldenberg18 took a more lenient approach which permitted abortion in the event of grave abnormality, in some cases up
to 6 months gestation.
• Many poskim today fall somewhere between these two positions and permit abortion in the event of grave abnormality, but only in
early stages.
• Most poskim would allow an abortion in these situations of a pre-40 day embryo.
• The mental and physical health of the mother will also be taken into account in this situation - see below.
R. Avraham Steinberg summarizes the positions of Rav Shlomo Zalman Auerbach as follows:

23.

Rabbi Auerbach prohibits the abortion of a Tay Sachs fetus19 but allows the abortion of an anencephalic fetus.20 In cases of
multifetal pregnancy such as quadruplets or more, he permits the selective abortion of some of the fetuses to save the mother
and the other fetuses.21 Rabbi Auerbach rules that an anesthesiologist is forbidden to give anesthesia to a woman for an
abortion that is halachically prohibited, even if he may lose his job.22 An expert in ultrasound should not perform an ultrasound
examination for a forbidden abortion but need not lose his job because of it.23 Finally, Rabbi Auerbach permits an autopsy of
an abortus after repeated miscarriage in order to determine the reason for the repeated miscarriage.24

H] ABORTION TO IMPROVE THE MOTHER’S HEALTH
• If abortion constitutes murder it would not be permitted in order to avoid pain or improve health.
• If, however, the prohibition is wasting seed, many authorities (including R. Ya’akov Emden - 18C) rule that there is no prohibition of
wasting seed if the seed is ‘wasted’ is for a productive purpose - here to stop the illness of the mother. R. Ben-Tzion Uziel (20C Sefardi
Chief Rabbi of Israel) permitted an abortion, even in late stages (until birth), where the continued pregnancy would cause the deafness
of the mother.
• Similarly, if the prohibition is wounding, there would be no prohibition to cause a wound if this were done for the overall wellbeing of
the mother (as in any other medical operation).
CONCLUSIONS
• Permission to abort a fetus on the grounds of the health of the mother will depend on (a) the reason accepted by that posek for the
prohibition of abortion; and (b) the stage of the pregnancy. As noted above, pre-40 days gestation the halachic situation would be far
more lenient.

17. R. Issur Yehuda Unterman understands that abortion is ‘avizreihu’ of (ie ancillary to) murder. As such, in most situations it will be equivalent to murder but it may have different
applications if someone is asked to die rather than commit an abortion. The obligation to die rather than transgress may apply differently to ‘avizreihu’.
18. R. Waldenberg quotes many other poskim (including the Maharit, R. Ya’akov Emden, the Ben Ish Chai and others) who support his position and he expresses astonishment that R.
Feinstein had not taken account of them! R. Feinstein, however, rejects the lenient reading and presents his own understanding of the sources. This difference in approach stems in
large part from the different methodologies of the two poskim. R. Waldenberg ascribes significant weight to authority and precedent whereas R. Feinstein has a different mesora in
psak, which he outlines in different places. His approach, following that of the Vilna Gaon, is to assess the sources and analyses them afresh, even if that means coming to a view
which differs from that of other poskim, sometimes even that of the Shulchan Aruch. He may then give a broad justification for his sevara, even if this is strained or forced. See the
interview of R. Dovid Cohen on Headlines May 28, 2016, written up in Headlines 2, Dovid Lichtenstein, p302.
19. Nishmat Avraham, Choshen Mishpat 425:1:15.
20. Ibid. Orach Chayim 330:5.
21. Ibid. Choshen Mishpat 425:1:21.
22. Nishmat Avraham, vol. 4, Orach Chayim 656:2.
23. Ibid.
24. Ibid. Yoreh De’ah 349:2:4.
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I] ABORTION TO IMPROVE THE MOTHER’S MENTAL HEALTH
• Some psychiatric conditions will be considered to be a life-threatening risk, especially if there is a significant risk of suicide. The
issue will therefore depend on psychiatric assessment. Stress or mental imbalance short of suicide risk will usually not justify abortion,
although, as above, this will depend on (a) the reason accepted by the relevant posek for the prohibition; and (b) the stage of the
pregnancy.25

edn .`neqa `kixv `l !`hiyt .xpd z` dl zwlcn dzxiag - xpl dkixv dzid m` :xn xn` ....'eke dy`d z` oiclin
.dzrc `azin iaezi` :ol rnyn `w ,xeq` - `ifg `lc oeik ?`nizc

24.
:gkw zay

It is permitted to break Shabbat by turning on a light to calm a blind woman giving birth, even though the benefit to her is
purely psychological.

.dfn lecb xrv jl oi`c ixy mc` ipa oia jlil yiiazny `l` xg` xrv el oi` m`e - exrv liaya

25.

:p zay zetqez

Halacha treats mental health issues as seriously, if not more seriously, than other health issues.

J] ABORTION OF A MAMZER FETUS
.ux`d mr lecb odkl mcew mkg cinlz xfnn - ux`d mr lecb odke mkg cinlz xfnn did m`

26.
.bi zeixed

Although there are halachic restrictions as to whom a mamzer may marry, they should not suffer any discrimination due
to their status. A mamzer talmid chacham has priority even over a Cohen Gadol who is an am ha’aretz!
• Most poskim rule that a mamzer fetus should be treated no differently to any other. However, the mental and physical health of the
mother would be taken into account in this situation, as in any pregnancy26.

25. R. Avraham Steinberg relates that R. Shlomo Zalman Auerbach would assess each woman individually to understand her psychological situation. Later in life, he declined to rule on
such issues as he stated that he was too old to truly understand the mental state of a young pregnant woman.
26. R. Ya’akov Emden permitted the abortion of a mamzer fetus in some situations.
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